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Where to go in Minnesota to possibly sleep in a haunted bed & breakfast, hear ghostly wails in a

theatre, go roller-skating with ghosts, encounter a haunted doll, hike a haunted trail, hear spirits

playing music, have a drink in a haunted pub, see gravestones move on their own, and much, much

more.
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"I found it extraordinarily interesting. I highly recommend reading this book." -- Peter James -

World-renowned psychic"Lewis and Fisk understand that ghost stories are best experienced in

person." -- Jerome Pohlen - Author of Oddball Minnesota"This is an essential and highly

entertaining book for anyone and everyone interested in all things spooky." -- Nick Redfern - Author

of On the Trail of the Saucer Spies; Three Men Seeking Monsters; and Body Snatchers in the

Desert

Chad Lewis is a paranormal investigator with a Master&#x92;s Degree in Applied Psychology from

the University of Wisconsin - Stout. He works as a research specialist for the Mutual UFO Network,

is a former member of the American Ghost Society, and works with BLT Crop Circle Investigations.

Chad has organized and presented at numerous professional conferences, been featured in several

video documentaries, and hosts The Unexplained paranormal radio talk show and television series.



He is the author of Eerie Eau Claire and Unexplained: From Angels to UFOs. Chad&#x92;s search

for the paranormal has taken him to the far corners of the world. He has traveled to Area 51 in

Nevada, Loch Ness in Scotland, Transylvania in Romania, Lough Ree in Ireland, and haunted

castles and tunnels in London. Terry Fisk is a paranormal investigator and area representative for

the American Ghost Society. He is a shamanic Buddhist practitioner and member of the Foundation

for Shamanic Studies who studied Philosophy and Religion at the University of Wisconsin. Terry

co-hosts The Unexplained paranormal radio talk show and is the director for The Unexplained

television series.

We were expecting so much more.. we know of several well known haunted areas around Fergas

Falls, Detroit Lakes, Park Rapids just to name a few of the local cities to us.. None of which were

mentioned.. although ..after we received this book we googled haunted sites to explore and found

every site mentioned in this book with maps.. there wasn't much information on the sites in the

book.. I really wish I would have trusted Google and not spent my money on this book! 1 star for

effort anyways.. the author needs to do more researchers h ..add more interesting facts..or at least

some.. and directions or addresses..

good book - good condition

Not Bad..but nothing new. Most of the stuff you find on the internet searching ghosts with

Minnesota.

great books

Very interesting read! Makes me want to travel to these places.

I picked this book up while on a road trip. The entries are short, concise, and tell you what's been

seen, a short blurb on the history of the place, and what if anything the authors found upon

"investigation" of the site. Each site includes a photo and driving directions so the reader can find

the site and check it out. It's not too in-depth, which is nice because it doesn't get boring. The

authors have found some unique places which will provide spooky vigils for those so inclined.After I

bought this book, I enjoyed paging through it so much that I went out and bought their titles for

South Dakota and Wisconsin. My only critique of this book is the sloppy editing, there are numerous



typos and in one case the same text is repeated on two pages. Whoever edited this should be fired.

The sloppy editing does take away a little from the credibility of the book, but it's a light-hearted

treatment so I guess it's not to be taken too seriously. Overall the book is a good primer for one

aspect of local folklore.

With the first printing of the book there was a small batch of defective copies, but the typos and

problems have since been corrected. We hope you enjoy all the haunted locations in Minnesota.

My copy was missing a 40-page section near the beginning of the book. A 40-page section near the

back was duplicated. What I did read, I found countless typos. Don't waste your time or money on

this. I sent it back immediately.
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